Abstract: This paper reconsiders the popular Brock and Hommes [Brock, W. A., and C. H. Hommes. 1997 . "A Rational Route to Randomness." Econometrica 65: 1059-1096.] framework for the study of the evolution of agents' choices when different behavioural strategies are available. In particular, we model the intensity of choice as an endogenous variable and not a parameter as it is commonly treated in the literature. We make use of the maximum entropy inference to obtain an analogous exponential type probability function for strategies, with the intensity of choice varying over time according to the performance of each strategy. We test this approach on an existing asset pricing model, highlighting the effects on the system of the different switching pattern that originate in the endogenous switching intensity.
Introduction
The development of market models with heterogeneous agents having less than perfect rationality has gained increasing momentum since the late 1980s for two main reasons. The first is the development of analytical methods (nonlinear dynamics, chaos theory and complex systems) and computational tools that have allowed researchers to build and solve heterogeneous agents models with higher degrees of freedom. The possibilities of analytical investigation have been widened also by the introduction of statistical mechanics tools in financial analysis (Mantegna and Stanley 1999) . The second reason concerns the inadequacy of the full rationality paradigm both from a theoretical and from an empirical point of view. In particular, as regards the first aspect, the internal consistency of the framework has been questioned by the no-trade theorems since Rubenstein (1975) . From the point of view of empirical analysis, models using heterogeneous and boundedly rational agents (see for example Lux 1995 Lux , 1998 are able to reproduce real market behaviour remarkably better than traditional ones, 1 in particular as regards the fat tail distribution of returns. A class of models that yields notable results in this respect classifies the agents into chartist and fundamentalist. 2 Within this stream of research, one of the most popular frameworks is the one introduced by the influential paper of Brock and Hommes (1997) . Brock and Hommes propose a model with evolutionary switching between the two rules of formation of expectations. In particular, the probability of an agent choosing one or the other strategy depends on the relative performance of each strategy, quantified by the past profits, weighted by the intensity of choice parameter, which measures the sensitivity of investors to the difference in performance. This evolutionary switching probability model has been applied in a number of financial market models and, more recently, also in macroeconomics to study the effects of heterogeneity in agents' behaviour (see de Grauwe 2010; Pfajfar and Santoro 2010) .
Among the large literature that has sprung from the Brock and Hommes (1997) contribution, the work by Chiarella, He, and Hommes (2006a) (hereafter CHH) uses this probabilistic formalisation to study the potentially destabilising effects of the adoption of a moving average pricing rule by chartists. This paper reconsiders the model of CHH to study the impact of the distributions of heterogeneous strategies (with switching) on the dynamics of asset prices.
We contribute to this stream of literature by proposing a different approach to the Brock and Hommes evolutionary switching. The functional form for the frequency of agents in each group is not imposed by assumption but obtained by means of a maximum entropy (MaxEnt) inference model (Jaynes 1957 (Jaynes , 1983 . The main contribution of using the MaxEnt to derive the switching probability function is that the intensity of choice is no longer a parameter decided by the modeller but becomes an endogenous variable. In particular, the intensity of choice turns out to be a function of the difference in the levels of fitness associated with the different strategies. This different formulation leads to the identification of an original dynamic path for the shares of the two agents. The outcomes of the new approach are contrasted with the original CHH model in order to assess the impact of the endogenous intensity of choice.
The MaxEnt method, originally developed in information theory and mainly used in statistical physics, has more recently found application in economics and finance. Foley (1994) is among the most relevant and influential contributions in this field of research. In the 1994 paper and in the subsequent Smith and Foley (2008) , Foley studies the possible distributions of price and allocations determined by agents' interaction within markets. He shows that the MaxEnt approach, by identifying equilibrium distributions of agents over transaction outcomes, provides original insights into the market mechanism without resorting to the restrictive standard assumptions of the marginalist approach. Toda (2010) extends this result by relaxing the conditions on the possible feasible transaction sets and presents a labour market model to show the possible implications of a minimum salary policy. Landini, Di Guilmi, and Gallegati (2008) propose an empirical analysis of the dynamic evolution of industrial structure in a real economy, proving that the MaxEnt method can be effectively used for out-of-sample predictions in fairly general conditions. In a treatment similar to the one presented in this paper, Nadal et al. (1998) obtain a logit function for the possible distribution of different trading strategies.
The application of the MaxEnt method in a model with multiple agents faces the problem identified by Wagner (2011) : the maximisation of entropy involves an aggregate quantity and not the single agent's utility or fitness, as in standard economic models. Moreover, and related to this, the objective function in the MaxEnt does not necessarily imply a maximising behaviour of agents (as remarked by Barde 2012) and, most important, can be independent from the interaction among them, which is one of the defining characteristics of this class of models. The original solution that we propose is to include in the constraints of the MaxEnt problem the dependence of the proportion of agents in each group upon the performance of the different strategies. Accordingly, agents are endowed with a degree of rationality, since they are likely to follow the best performing price predictor. Moreover, (indirect) interaction is involved, given that the resulting intensity of choice is endogenously quantified as functionally dependent on the returns associated to each strategy, which, in turn, are determined by the agents' collective behaviour. In this way, as in Wagner (2011) , "this total entropy will depend on the return and the constants describing the behaviour of agents".
3 This modelling strategy, and in particular the use of aggregate behavioural rules, focuses on groups of agents, rather than on the single ones, according to the mesofoundation approach proposed by Aoki and Yoshikawa (2006) . As they explain, in models with a large number of agents, from the point of view of the modeller "precise behaviour of each agent is irrelevant" and we should rather resort to stochastic analysis to study the dynamics of the switching of agents across groups.
The present work introduces an extension to an established and very popular approach, and thus can open interesting perspectives for the development of this stream of research. Anticipating some conclusions, the solution method that we propose is able to replicate the performance of the original model in spite of reducing its degrees of freedom. Moreover, we show that the values of the intensity of choice generated by the model are noticeably different from the ones used in CHH and in other models in this stream of literature. In particular, the model generates strange attractors and chaotic behaviour for values of the intensity of choice lower than the one used, for example, in Hommes (1997, 1998) .
The paper is structured as follows: the next section introduces the basic assumptions of the model; Sections 3 details the MaxEnt approach; Section 4 specifies the dynamical system obtained by means of the MaxEnt inference and studies its properties; Section 5 presents and discusses two variants in the model introduced in Section 2 in order to study volatility, autocorrelation and distribution of the returns; finally Section 6 offers some concluding considerations.
Basic assumptions
This section introduces the hypotheses for modelling our market. The further specifications needed for the implementation and solution are presented in Section 3.
The basic structure of our framework is the same as presented in CHH: -the agents adopt one of two possible strategies: chartism and fundamentalism. In particular, a propor- -for fundamentalists:
where P(t) is the price at time t and P * is the fundamental price; -for trend chasers:
where ψ
, with ma L (t) standing for the simple moving average of prices over a period L, such that
The functional form (2) for representing chartists excess demand has been proposed by Chiarella (1992) and, as CHH point out, it picks up two important features of filtered moving average rules. First, with a low value of a, the chartists react only when the change in the price signal is confirmed, filtering frequent changes in a short time period. Second, since the function is limited to the interval (-1, 1), it captures the limited long/short positions, risk averting behaviour and traders' budget constraints; -the profit functions associated with each strategy at time t are given by the excess demand in the previous unit of time times the variation in price less the cost of the strategy. We assume a discretisation of time in t units of length dt, such that t-dt indicates the value of a variable in the previous unit of time. Accordingly we can write
where C f and C c are the constant costs of the two strategies; -the interaction of the agents within the market is modelled by introducing a third type of agent, the market maker (Beja and Goldman 1980) , who determines the evolution of price according to the excess demands. This agent can be regarded as the institutional setting within which the market operates. The price is determined not only by the excess demand of the two strategies, but also by a noise term with constant variance that represents possible exogenous factors. Therefore the evolution of price is described by ( )
where ρ is the velocity of the adjustment, ν = n f -n c and σ ε is the constant standard deviation for the noise term ε~(0, 1). N The fitness of each is strategy is quantified in CHH by the following functions
where η is a parameter incorporating the memory of the cumulated fitness function. CHH assume that the proportions of n c and n f follow the Brock and Hommes (1997) model. According to this model, the share n j of agents choosing the price predictor j will be equal to
where Z t indicates a suitable partition function. The quantity β∈[0;+∞) is a parameter that measures the intensity of choice, which can be defined as the sensitivity of investors to the relative performance of each strategy. If β→+∞, the model corresponds to the neoclassical deterministic model with all agents choosing the optimal predictor, while for β→0 there is no switching between strategies and agents are spread uniformly across the strategies. As we show in the next section, we do not assume this distribution but we endogenously derive the switching dynamics.
The MaxEnt inference
In this section we present the algorithm for the maximum entropy inference, briefly explaining the main features of the approach and then applying it to our model. The MaxEnt inference method is used to infer or estimate an unknown probability distribution with little or no available information about the population. This method relies on the formulation of statistical entropy introduced by Shannon (1948) . Given a set of events M whose probabilities are p 1 , p 2 , …, p M , the measure of the uncertainty of the final outcome H is quantified by 4 4 As noted by Shannon himself, the formulation in (10) is the same as the one for thermodynamical entropy introduced by Boltzmann. In information theory entropy is used as synonymous with uncertainty. From this perspective, statistical mechanics is just an example of application of MaxEnt, although Boltzmann's formulation is historically precedent to Shannon (Jaynes 1957 ).
The paper by van Campenhout and Cover (1981) demonstrates that the distribution function that maximizes statistical entropy should be preferred since any other distribution with a lower level of entropy yields a worse fit when applied to data. Without any constraints, the distribution that maximises (10) is a uniform distribution. If additional information about the data are available, they can be embodied in the maximisation problem as constraints.
5
For our purposes we shall consider M as the space of possible choices (fundamentalist or chartist strategy) and use the absolute frequencies N j (the number of agents choosing strategy j) as arguments in the function of entropy. Accordingly, from our perspective (10) quantifies the average logarithm of the probability of occupation numbers for configurations of a state space or, in other words, the number of ways in which a macro-configuration can be realised.
In order to integrate the model with other relevant arguments for the estimation of the probability, we impose two constraints on the maximization of the function (10). For this particular model we need to introduce a first constraint that ensures the consistency of the probability so that n
We also need to consider that, in choosing a particular price predictor over the other, agents are to some extent rational. In particular, the better performing strategy will attract more traders or, in other words, it is more likely to be chosen. The inclusion of the fitnesses of the strategies in the MaxEnt problem also accounts for the interaction among agents, since the fitness is dependent on the returns, which are determined by agents' behaviour. We assume a direct proportionality between the relative performance of a strategy and the number of investors adopting it. At every time step, this proportionality can be quantified according to
This assumption is rather simple and intuitive and can be expressed in linear form. 6 The constraint (11) can be reformulated as
, we can write
after simple manipulations we obtain
which is linear in N f and N c . We are now able to propose a MaxEnt model for the estimation of the probabilities of choosing one of the two available strategies. The MaxEnt problem for this particular model can be formulated in the following way
s.t.
N t N t N N t U t N t U t N U t (15)
The associated Lagrangian is
N t log N t N t log N t t N t t N t t N t N t U t t N t U t t N U t
with first order conditions
log N t t t U t N t log N t t t U t N t N N t N t t N U t N t U t N t U t t (16)
Equating each term in (16) to zero, and substituting δ 1 (t) = 1-ψ(t) and δ 2 (t) = γ(t), we have
N t e N t e N t N t N N t U t N t U t N U t (17)
Substituting the first two equations into the third and rearranging, we obtain
which, when substituted into the last equation of (17), generates
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Rearranging we obtain
The variable γ(t) represents the Lagrange multiplier in the second constraint in (15) and, therefore, it measures the elasticity of the number of agents in each group to the performances of the two strategies. This quantity is therefore an intensity of switching variable and plays the same role as the intensity of switching parameter β in the adaptation by CHH of the Brock and Hommes (1997) model. Solving equation (18) we get a formulation of γ(t) dependent on the fitness functions, namely
Then, using the first two equations in (17) we can compute the theoretical probability of an agent choosing one strategy, conditioned on the present value of N f and N c . Thus we have
The equations (20) and (21) are equivalent to (9) if one considers that
Z e e and β = |γ|. In equation (19), γ(t) is an unconstrained variable, such that γ∈(-∞, ∞), while in CHH and in Brock and Hommes (1997) , by design, β∈[0,∞). As a consequence, the formulation of the probabilities needs to be different from that of these models to be consistent. Precisely, we have that when γ→∞, the chartist strategy is performing better and therefore agents switch to chartism. In the opposite case, when γ→-∞, the fitness function for fundamentalist is relatively large and thus we expect a greater number of agents to adopt that strategy. The intensity of choice is therefore higher the larger is the difference in the performances of the two strategies. Since the two fitness functions must be positive in order for the condition (11) to be consistent, we modify equations (7) and (8) by adding a positive constant r and expressing them in the form
Accordingly equation (12) can be redefined as
U t d t dt d t dt P t P t dt C U t dt
where
. Figure 1 provides a visualization of the function (19), highlighting the positive dependence of the intensity of switching variable on the number of chartists. The plot refers to different simulation runs of the stochastic system introduced below in order to explore the variability of the intensity of switching over the full range of variation for n c . The original discrete choice model and the MaxEnt models are contrasted in Table 1 . 
The dynamical system
In this section we derive the dynamical system that drives the price dynamics. We then present the study of the system without stochastic noise (Subsection 4.1) and with stochastic noise (Subsection 4.2). The pricing mechanism is set up according to CHH. The dynamics of 
t U t e
Since the price evolution is given by (6), the dynamical system is
U t t log U t U t U t P t P t dt t dt P P t dt t dt h P t dt ma t dt
As one can note, the state variables of the system are U f (t), U c (t) and P(t). The price dynamics follows a difference equation of order L which is the same as CHH and depends on its past values.
Deterministic analysis
Numerical simulations were performed to study the model's behaviour. We first wrote a matlab code based on the CHH model in order to replicate their results. Then we modified the code to adapt it to the present model. The results are therefore fully comparable. All the parameters are set to the values reported in Table 2 when not otherwise specified. For the analysis of the deterministic system, the noise traders are not considered, hence σ δ = 0.
Figures 2 and 3 report the dynamics of γ for different values of, respectively, the sensitivity parameter for chartists a and the moving average time span L. As one can see, the range of variation of the intensity of choice is sensitive to these parameters; in particular, it expands with a and reduces for larger L. We can note that γ is always below the value of 0.4 used by CHH for their simulations of the deterministic system. The variation of L has a smaller impact. It is worth noting that the cycle in γ lasts for 8 periods for L = 10 whereas it increases to about 30 for larger values of the moving average time lag. 
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Original model MaxEnt model
Share of fundamentalists β Intensity of choice Figure 4 replicates Figure 6 in CHH, showing the phase plots of price and ν for different values of the moving average time span L. In order to have a meaningful comparison, the parameters are set as in CHH, thus with C = 0. The attractors are 8-shaped, except when L = 10 in which case the shape is more similar to a U. The range of variation in price increases with L. The general pattern of the price dynamics for different levels L and the destabilising effects of an increase in the moving average lag are comparable with CHH. Also the difference between the shares of the two strategies displays the same ranges of variation. However, Figure 4 reveals more complicated trajectories of the attractors for the present model, since in CHH the attractors evolve from a U-shape to an 8-shape as L increases. Figure 5 reports the phase plots for price and γ. The attractors in this case are 8-shaped, with an increase in the range of variation for price and in the size of the attractors for larger L. In both phase plots, a slightly different pattern can be detected for L = 10, with the shape of the attractors more similar to a scissors-shape and a larger range of variation in ν and γ. A possible explanation for this is the duration of the cycles in the values of γ, as highlighted with reference to Figure 3 , since the shorter cycle compared to L can impact the volatility of the price prediction for chartists. The joint examination of Figures 4 and 5 reveals that the results for the two solutions (endogenous and exogenous intensity of choice) are qualitatively and quantitavely comparable despite the fact that the endogenous intensity of choice is noticeably lower. These results are confirmed by Figure 6 , which reproduces Figure 7 in CHH. The patterns and the ranges of variation of the price display a remarkable resemblance between the two models but, as demonstrated by Figures 2 and 3 discussed above, the intensity of choice is always well below the value of 0.4 assumed by CHH in their simulations. In their analysis, values of the intensity of choice below 0.1 are a source of instability, driving the price away from the fundamental price. It is worth noting that the intensity of choice is always below the threshold of 0.1. Nevertheless, the results of the two treatments are clearly similar. The higher level of interaction implied by the endogenous intensity of choice is able to generate chaotic dynamics even with a significantly lower switching. The analysis of the stochastic system presented in the next subsection investigates further this point.
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A complete study of the stability conditions goes beyond the scope of the present paper. However we can provide a first assessment through numerical analysis. In CHH the general condition for the steady state (P = P * , ν = 0, U = 0) to be locally asymptotically stable is
with ρ * = c a a n and α αρ * = .
f n In our case the study of the stability is complicated by the fact that γ is a variable. One of the roots in CHH is For the stability of their system it is enough to set η, γ∈(0, 1]. Here, even though η∈(0, 1], instability may arise given that γ(t) is time dependent and it varies over the range (-∞, ∞) . Figure 7 reports the bifurcation diagrams for a with different values of the sensitivity of fundamentalists to the price difference, indicated by α. The range of stability for the price is larger for higher levels of a, while the range of the possible values of the price is narrower. These results hold for different levels of L. Therefore the stabilisation effect of a more responsive fundamentalist strategy is evident. 
Analysis of the stochastic system
We study the effect of the noise on the demand side, due to noise traders and quantified by σ ε in (6), and the noise on the fundamental price, due to exogenous factors. The fundamental price is assumed to follow a random walk such that
where σ ψ ≥ 0 is a constant and ψ~(0, 1). N For this series of simulations we set r = 3, which is the minimum value that makes sure that U f and U c are positive. Figures 8 and 9 reproduce Figure 8 in CHH and add the study of γ. In order to allow for a meaningful comparison, we change some of the parameters of Table 2 and set them as in CHH, so that α = 0.5 and ρ = 1. Figures 8 and 9 present four plots for each of the following variables: price and ν, in Figure 8 , excess demands and γ, in Figure 9 . The four plots consider different settings for the volatility parameters. In the top-left we have the deterministic case, analogous to Figure 6 ; the differences are due to the changes in the parameter setting. The top-right panel plots the dynamics with only the effect of the noise traders, while the bottom-left considers only the noise on the fundamental price. In the bottom-right both stochastic noises are active.
The figures highlight some common patterns between this model and CHH. Fundamentalists and chartists take opposite positions and the transition to bear/bull in the market price happens when they take the same position. The market is dominated by the trend chasers: the price is high (low) when chartists take a long (short) position. Despite this fact, their strategy may not be the most profitable in the long run since they buy when the price is high and sell when it is low. Cycles are shorter than in CHH but this is consistent with their results, as they show that the duration reduces for a lower intensity of switching.
The introduction of stochastic noises makes the dynamics of all the variables more volatile but does not substantially alter the pattern. We can observe boom and bust cycles, always driven by the excess demand of chartists. Differently from CHH, the impact of the demand noise on the volatility of switching is larger than the impact of the noise on the fundamental price, as shown by the plots for ν and γ.
The transitions from bull to bear phases in the market are due to the position of the technical traders and this effect critically depends on the length of the moving average. The deviations from the fundamental price are bounded by the stabilising action of fundamentalists. The fitness of chartists becomes smaller as they approach their limit position and, consequently, they progressively switch to the alternative strategy. This process is regulated by the intensity of switching. Now we focus on the differences in the outcomes of the two models. The variation in prices are comparable even though slightly lower (about 0.5% of the price) for the present treatment. Figure 8 shows the existence of periods in which ν is positive, that is the market is populated by a higher proportion of fundamentalists than trend followers. This feature contrasts with CHH, since in that model the chartists are always the majority. The higher percentage of fundamentalists can have an impact in reducing the range of variation of price. A further difference is that the excess demand of the chartists is more volatile for our model.
To sum up, the present model generates variations in price which are not significantly different from CHH, but displays a noticeably lower intensity of switching, a different pattern in the dynamics of switching and higher volatility in the excess demand of chartists. Therefore, if the quantification of the intensity of choice is data driven, it stays below the value necessary to have an appreciable dynamics of price in CHH. Nevertheless the model generates chaotic dynamics and an analogous pattern for price. Due to the different evolution of switching, the fundamentalists play a more relevant role in determining the dynamics of price. The different switching pattern and the higher volatility in the excess demand of chartists are a possible explanation of the comparable behaviours of the two models in spite of the difference in the intensity of choice. Of course these conclusions cannot be generalised but are only reflected in this model. However, it is worth stressing that the estimation method is general as we used the standard functional for entropy proposed by Shannon and a generic formulation for the constraints. Figure 10 shows the time series of returns for different values of the memory parameter η and the length of moving average L. The volatility does not appear to be affected by changes in these two parameters, even though volatility clustering is somehow less evident for lower values of L. However, lower levels of the parameters are associated to a slightly more platykurtic (flatter) distribution. The distribution of returns displays a little excess of kurtosis (about 3.1) and the autocorrelation for raw, absolute and squared return is not significant.
Additive shock on price
Following the extension of CHH proposed by Chiarella, He, and Hommes (2006b) , we test an alternative hypothesis and consider the effect of noise traders on the price, quantified by the noise σ ε in equation (6), as not being proportional to the price. Analytically this implies that the stochastic shock on the demand side is additive and, consequently, the pricing equation (6) must be modified in the following fashion Using equation (28) in the simulations, we obtain the dynamics depicted by Figure 11 . The price in this case follows very closely the fundamental price; in fact the gap between P * and P is smaller if compared to Figure 8 . Also noticeable is an increase in the volatility of returns with respect of the case with proportional shock, while γ is not significantly affected.
The distribution of returns in this case displays a kurtosis of 3.7. The tails of the distribution and can be approximated by a power law, both for positive and negative returns. The estimated slope coefficients for the power law probability function are, respectively, 2.97 for positive returns and 2.99 for the negative returns, and are therefore comparable with the empirical literature, which reports estimates above 2 and mostly close to 3 (see the surveys in Lux 2006 , Gabaix 2009 ). The estimates are obtained by using the algorithm proposed in Clementi, Di Matteo, and Gallegati (2006) who use a formulation for the probability function of the type
where x 0 is the threshold and θ the slope coefficient. This method is particularly accurate since the estimate of the threshold of the tail x 0 is data driven. The tail is chosen in order to obtain a region of acceptance of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for the distribution (29) and the ML estimation of the exponents is obtained by following Hill (1975) . In order to better approximate the Pareto exponent detected in the empirical data some parameters are modified with respect to Table 2 . Namely we set, respectively, L = 10, r = 5 for positive returns and r = 5 for negative returns. The autocorrelation of the returns is illustrated by Figure 12 . The plots show that the raw returns are not autocorrelated whereas the absolute and squared return exhibit significant autocorrelation over a long period of time. In this case, the augmented Dickey-Fuller test does not reject the hypothesis of a unit root process for the time series of price in the usual 5% confidence bound.
To sum up, if the effect of noise traders is not correlated to the price, it is possible to detect an increase in volatility of the model, with the returns exhibiting fat-tail distribution and long memory. The type of shock therefore influences the dynamics of price and, ultimately, the efficiency of the market, confirming the findings of Chiarella, He, and Hommes (2006b) . For this set of simulations, Chiarella, He, and Hommes (2006b) set their intensity of choice to 0.05 which is again above the values of γ in Figure 11 . 
Relative changes in price
In this section we present a further experiment by modifying equation (28) in order to express the relative changes in price as a function of the excess demands. The aim of this reformulation is to test whether the long memory of returns that the formulation of Subsection 5.1 generates is actually related to the behaviour of agents and not artificially created by the additive stochastic term. To this aim we reformulate equation 5.1 in the following way: The term in curly brackets on the r.h.s. represents the relative variation in price. The size of the absolute price changes defined by equation (30) are not dependent by the size of the variations in the excess demands, since they are both rescaled for the price. Figure 13 reports the plots for price, returns and the intensity of switching γ. The simulations 7 reveal that the results of the model of Subsection 5.1 are robust to this further test. In fact, the plots in Figure 13 are qualitatively similar to Figure 11 . In particular the volatility of return and the range of variation in the intensity of switching do not display any significant difference. Figure 14 illustrates the decay of the autocorrelation of the returns. The plots show that, as verified for the model in Subsection 5.1, the raw returns do not display autocorrelation while the square and absolute returns show long memory, even though the level of the autocorrelation is lower if compared to Figure 12 . The augmented Dickey-Fuller test confirms that the price process has unit root. Also for this model the returns exhibit a fat tail distribution, even though the power law exponent for the positive return is around 4 and therefore larger than the one detected in the empirical literature. We can therefore conclude that the main source of volatility in the model is the agents' behaviour and the additive shock does not create an artificial dependence of volatility on price.
Concluding remarks
In this paper we apply an inference method introduced into economics from information theory to an existing pricing model with heterogeneous beliefs. In particular the MaxEnt method is used to compute the intensity of switching of the original model by CHH, by integrating all the relevant quantities in the inference problem. The intensity of switching variable obtained by solving the maximization is a function of the fitness of the two strategies. The modified model replicates the results of the original CHH paper despite the fact that, interestingly, the endogenous intensity of choice produced by the simulations is always below the values used by CHH. This causes a quite different switching pattern but a similar dynamics of price. A possible explanation is that an endogenous formulation of the intensity of switching determines a feedback loop which can amplify the effect of differences in the fitness functions.
It is worth noting that a chaotic dynamics of the price and strange attractors for the dynamical system are generated for values of the intensity of choice significantly lower than the one used in CHH and in other papers which have adopted the Brock and Hommes (1997) switching mechanism. Further analysis is needed in order to establish which is the true value of this quantity. However, it is noticeable that, if we use a datadriven algorithm, the values are different. This of course can change the interpretation of the results.
The model replicates some empirical evidence. In particular, introducing the variant proposed in Chiarella, He, and Hommes (2006b) , the model shows that the raw autocorrelations of returns is not significant while the ones for the absolute and squared returns are significant; the time series price is a unit root process and the distribution of returns displays fat tails. These results are robust to different specifications of the price dynamics.
This approach can potentially have some impact for the development of this class of heterogeneous agents models, especially considering the popularity of the original Brock and Hommes (1997) framework. Indeed, the intensity of switching variable produces a satisfactory replication of the empirical evidence and can provide additional information on the model behaviour. Future research should bring the inference method to the data in order to test the present findings and provide additional explanation of the price dynamics in real markets. Moreover, deeper modifications can be introduce into the original CHH framework that inspired this work. For example, it would be possible to consider alternative sets of constraints leading to different functional forms of the probability.
